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C. publish.bat 
D. run_reports.bat 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 95
 
What schedules and deploys collectors in order to report data from clients?
 

A. sql builder function 
B. deploy collector function 
C. sql report enhancer and crystal warehousing 
D. collector schedule and run collector functions 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 96
 
Which two commands are used to run the IBM Tivoli Security Compliance Manager
 
(ITSCM) Client installation on an AIX system, for the first time, in non-graphical mode?
 
(Choose two.)
 

A. /scm_aix 
B. /scm_aix -console 
C. /scminstaller_aix 
D. /scminstaller_aix -silent 
E. /scm_aix - silent -options install.rsp 

Answer: B, E 

QUESTION: 97 
After installing a collector, which sequence of steps must be taken before the collector will 
perform data collection? 
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A. create compliance queries for the collector; set the collector schedule to run at a specific 
time (i.e., daily, weekly, etc.) 
B. register the collector; assign the collector to a client modify the collector’s default 
schedule to set a specific time to run the collector 
C. authorize the collector; assign the collector to a policy; modify the collector’s default 
schedule to set a specific time to run the collector 
D. sign collector with authorization keys; assign the collector to a client group; modify the 
default schedule to set a specific time to run the collector 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 98 
A Junior Administrator has required collectors to be signed by one or more authorization 
keys that he/she owns. What happens to the keystore and all its associated authorization 
keys when the Junior Administrator is deleted? 

A. The keystore and all its associated authorization keys are deleted. 
B. The keystore remains active while all its associated authorization keys are deleted. 
C. The Administrator automatically signs the keystore and all its associated collectors. 
D. The ownership of the keystore and all its associated authorization keys are transferred to 
the  Administrator. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 99 
What is the correct sequence of steps for deploying a new IBM Tivoli Security Compliance 
Manager (ITSCM) collector? 

A. install the new collector on each ITSCM Client; define a schedule for the new collector 
on each client register and authorize the new collector on the ITSCM Server 
B. install the new collector on the ITSCM Server; register and authorize the new collector 
on the ITSCM Server; define a schedule for the new collector on the ITSCM Server 
C. install the new collector on each ITSCM Client register and authorize the new collector 
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on the ITSCM Server; define a schedule for the new collector on the ITSCM Server 
D. install the new collector on the ITSCM Server; register and authorize the new collector 
on the ITSCM Server; define a schedule for the new collector on each ITSCM Client 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 100
 
Which method is used to verify if the IBM Tivoli Security Compliance Manager (ITSCM)
 
Client is up and running on a Windows system?
 

A. use the Windows Services Panel 
B. use the jacclient status command 
C. check the status of the client using the Administrator GUI 
D. attempt to run a collector on the target ITSCM Client system 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 101
 
While the IBM Tivoli Security Compliance Manager (ITSCM) Server is up and running, the
 
DBA inadvertently changes the password for the DB2 user ID used by the ITSCM Server.
 
Which approach resolves the situation?
 

A. The ITSCM Server automatically selects the right password when it starts for the first 
time. 
B. The problem cannot be corrected and ITSCM Server must be reinstalled with the right 
password. 
C. The Administrator encrypts the password using a suitable utility and updates server.ini 
with the same. 
D. The Administrator edits the server.ini tile, specifies the correct password in plaintext and 
starts the ITSCM Server. 

Answer: D 
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QUESTION: 102 
What happens when the IBM Tivoli Security Compliance Manager (ITSCM) Client is 
stopped in the Sentry environment? 

A. The client system is quarantined and sent to the Remediation Client. 
B. The client system is pronounced healthy and sent to the Cisco Access Control Server 
(ACS). 
C. The client system is pronounced healthy and sent to the ITSCM Server for compliance 
checks. 
D. The client system is quarantined and sent to the IBM Tivoli Provisioning Manager 
(ITPM) Server for remediation. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 103 
Which step should be taken prior to installing the relevant IBM Tivoli Security Compliance 
Manager (ITSCM) fix pack? 

A. stop the DB2 processes 
B. back up the DB2 instance 
C. stop WebSphere Application Server 
D. create an Idif file from the ITSCM directory instance 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 104 
Collector linux.any.LoginDefsV1 jar collects login settings defined in /etc/login.defs on 
Linux systems. The corporate security policy mandates that all Linux users must change their 
passwords every 30 days. Which process checks system compliance? 

A. run collector linux.any.LoginDefsV1.jar daily and check whether the returned attribute 
PASS_MAX_DAYS is equal to or greater than 30 
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B. run collector linux.any.LoginDefsV1.jar randomly and check whether the returned
 
attribute PASS_MIN_DAYS is equal to or less than 30
 
C. run collector linux.any.LoginDefsV1.jar randomly and check whether the returned
 
attribute PASS_MAX_DAYS is equal to or less than 30
 
D. run collector linux.any.LoginDefsV1.jar on the first day of each month and check whether
 
the returned attribute PASS_MAX_DAYS is equal or greater than 30
 

Answer: C 
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